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Direct Measurement of the Radial Electric Field in Tokamak Plasmas using the Stark Effect
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(Received 17 June 1997)

Motional Stark effect polarimetry (MSE) is a well established technique for measuring the magnetic
field pitch angle in tokamaks. By viewing the Stark emission spectrum from two different angles, this
technique can also provide local measurements of the plasma radial electric field,Er . Simultaneous
measurements of the profiles of magnetic field pitch angle andEr are presented for the first time in a
high-performance DIII-D tokamak plasma. Direct measurement ofEr is of great importance in fusion
research because the suppression of turbulence throughEr 3 B velocity shear provides a mechanism
to improve energy confinement. [S0031-9007(97)04195-1]

PACS numbers: 52.70.Kz, 52.55.Fa
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One of the recent success stories in tokamak phys
has been the development of improved confineme
regimes, accessed through shaping of the magnetic fi
pitch or safety factor profile. The safety factor,q, is
defined as the rate of change of toroidal flux with poloida
flux; magnetic shear is defined ass ; s2V yqd sdqydV d
whereV is the flux surface volume. In discharges with
negative central magnetic shear (NCS), where theq
profile has an off-axis minimum, improvements in cor
confinement have been observed. With neutral bea
heating, central ion thermal transport—and in some cas
particle transport—approaches neoclassical levels [1–
Under some conditions, reductions in central electro
thermal transport is also observed [4,5]. The NCSq
profile is also advantageous for magnetohydrodynam
(MHD) stability of the plasma, providing stability to
nym  1y1 sawteeth and kink modes, and high-n bal-
looning modes in the core. Record levels of fusion ga
have been achieved on the DIII-D [6] and JT-60U [7] i
this regime. Progress in this area has largely been d
to the development of diagnostic techniques such as
motional Stark effect (MSE) to measure theq profile
reliably and quickly in between plasma discharges. MS
was first demonstrated on PBX-M [8], and is now use
routinely on DIII-D [9–11] and many other tokamaks.

Low levels of ion thermal transport and reduced turbu
lence have also been observed in discharges with mo
tonic q profiles such as theVH mode on DIII-D [12],
supershots on TFTR [13], and the highbp mode on
JT-60U [14]. Although strong negative shear does n
exist in these discharges, they generally are free fro
sawtooth oscillations. While the shape of theq profile
is important for macroscopic stability to ideal and resis
tive MHD modes, the reduction in small-scale microtur
bulence observed in these different regimes is not eas
explained through theq profile shape alone. The mos
successful model to date for explaining the improveme
in transport observed in many of these regimes is bas
on Er 3 B velocity shear stabilization of turbulence in
the plasma [15], whereEr is the plasma radial electric
field. This model was originally developed to explain th
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H mode edge transport barrier [15]. The basic idea is th
Er 3 B velocity shear can reduce both the growth rat
and radial extent of turbulent eddies in the plasma, thu
reducing thermal transport. This model has been test
on many tokamaks now, and generally seems to be
agreement with experiments, although additional quant
tative testing is necessary.

The presence ofEr in tokamaks is simply the result of
radial force balance in the plasma given by

Er  sZienid21=Pi 2 yuiBf 1 yfiBu , (1)

where Zi is the ion charge,ni is the ion density,e is
the electronic charge,Pi is the ion pressure,yui , yfi

are the poloidal and toroidal fluid rotation velocities,
respectively, andBu , Bf are poloidal and toroidal fields.
This equation is valid for both the main ion and impurity
species. The direction ofEr is perpendicular to the flux
surface. On DIII-D, with strong tangential neutral beam
injection, the formation ofEr in the core is generally
dominated by toroidal flow; the=Pi and yu terms are
also significant at the edge. If, through a combinatio
of increased beam power and optimizing theq profile,
theEr 3 B velocity shearing rate can be increased abov
the threshold for turbulence suppression, then confineme
improves, resulting in larger rotation velocities andEr ,
thus establishing a positive feedback mechanism [15].

It was recognized recently that the large values o
Er observed in all high-performance plasmas—up t
200 kVym in DIII-D—can significantly affect the inter-
pretation of MSE measurements of theq profile [16,17].
It was also shown that with additional MSE measure
ments, one can extract a direct measurement ofEr in
addition to the usual magnetic field pitch measuremen
During a recent vent on DIII-D, 19 additional MSE chan-
nels with new viewing angles were added to the ex
isting system [10,11] (for a total of 35 channels) in
order to resolve theEr field. In this Letter, the sys-
tem upgrade will be described, and the first measuremen
demonstrating simultaneous measurement of theq andEr

profiles in high-performance plasmas will be presented
We show that theEr effect does indeed change our
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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interpretation of theq profile and that the direct MSE
measurement ofEr is in good agreement with the value
calculated from charge-exchange recombination measu
ments of the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1
This reliable and fast (available between discharges) me
surement of these two important quantities which a
fect plasma stability and confinement provides fusio
researchers an important new tool for advancing the u
derstanding and optimization of tokamak plasmas.

The MSE measurement relies upon the splitting of th
Balmer-a line into orthogonally polarized components
ss, pd as a result of the strong electric field in the
rest frame of deuterium atoms injected by a high-energ
neutral beam. When viewed in a direction perpendicul
to E, the Stark componentss and p are polarized
perpendicular and parallel toE, respectively. The total
electric field in the rest frame of the neutral beam atom
traveling with velocityyb is the sum of the LorentzEb 
vb 3 B field and the plasma radial electric field given by
Eq. (1). The relationship between the polarization ang
of the Starks component and the magnetic field andEr

components has been derived previously [16]. Using th
viewing geometry shown in Fig. 1, the polarization angl
of the electric field is given by

tang 
A1Bz 1 A5ER

A2Bf 1 A3BR 1 A4BZ 1 A6EZ 1 A7ER
,

(2)

whereR is the major radius andZ is in the vertical direc-
tion. TheA coefficients are viewing geometry dependen
terms given by

A1  2 cossa 1 Vd ,

A2  sina cosu ,

A3  cosa cosu ,

A4  sinsa 1 Vd sinu ,

A5  2 cossVdyyb ,

A6  2 cosuyyb ,

A7  sinu sinVyyb .

On DIII-D, the quantitiesBR, EZ , and u are small near
the midplane giving the approximate relation

tang ø
A1Bz 1 A5ER

A2Bf

. (3)

In past analysis of MSE data, we assumed that th
ER component in Eq. (3) could be neglected. Howeve
in recent high-performance plasmas, theER term in the
numerator of Eq. (3) can be up to 25% of theBZ

term and therefore must be included in the analysi
Since coefficientsA1 and A5 vary differently depending
on viewing geometry and beam velocity, we see th
with two MSE systems viewing the same radial locatio
in the plasma but with differentAi coefficients, then
re-
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FIG. 1. Viewing geometry for 35 channel MSE system o
DIII-D. The dashed lines indicate the line of sight for the
new channels added to resolveEr . There is a small tilt of the
viewing lines out of the horizontal plane given by the angleu.

both the poloidal fieldsBZd and the ER field can be
determined. To obtain this measurement on DIII-D
nineteen additional channels were added as indicated
the dashed lines of sight in Fig. 1, providing two differen
viewing angles for each location in the plasma. Becau
of the finite beam width of 14 cm, the new radial channe
have worse spatial resolutionsdR , 13 23 cmd than
the tangential channelssdR , 1.5 5 cmd. The hardware
design for the new channels essentially duplicates that
the original system [11]. All chords are tuned to the full
energy component of the neutral beam. For the rad
viewing channels, the coefficientA5 is approximately
zero, while for the tangential viewing chordsA5 ø
1yyb . Defining an effective measured vertical field a
BZ0  sA2yA1dBf tang (i.e., the measured vertical field
assumingER  0), then the radial electric field at a radius
R is given by

ER ø
A1A0

1sBZ0 2 B0
Z0d

A5A0
1 2 A1A0

5
, (4)

where the prime refers to the second view at a given rad
location.

The simultaneous measurement of theq profile andEr

profile has been tested using a recent high-triangular
discharge obtained during commissioning of the new u
per divertor hardware in DIII-D. The time evolution of
several key parameters is given in Fig. 2. The plasm
fuel is deuterium with a plasma current of 1.6 MA and
toroidal field of 2.1 T. This discharge has confinemen
enhancement relative to the ITER89P scaling ofH  3.5
and normalized beta ofbN  3.6 (% T myMA) similar
to VH mode or NCS plasmas, even though the edge l
calized mode (ELM)-free period is relatively short. In
Fig. 2(c), the effective vertical fieldBZ0 (assumingEr 
0) is plotted for a tangential chord (solid line) and a radia
chord (dashed line) at a radius ofR  2 m. If Er were
zero, then these two curves would track one another. T
separation of the two curves during the ELM-free perio
from 2–2.25 s is an indication of the buildup of radia
2695
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of discharge 92043: (a) neutral bea
power andDa emission, (b) normalized beta, (c) MSEBZ0
measurement atR  2 m, (d) local value ofEr calculated from
the data in (c) using Eq. (4), and (e) CER toroidal rotation a
R  1.9 m.

electric field. Using Eq. (4), the radial electric field a
R  2 m is calculated directly from the MSE measure
ments as shown in Fig. 2(d). The time evolution ofEr

follows closely the time evolution of the plasma toroida
rotation in Fig. 2(e) obtained from charge-exchange r
combination (CER) [18] measurements of carbon impu
rities. The maximum time response of the MSEEr

measurement is 1 ms with an RMS noise resolution
7 kVym. The curve in Fig. 2(c) was generated using
5 ms sliding boxcar average giving somewhat better res
lution. Systematic errors inEr due to spatial averag-
ing in the radial chords and calibration are a factor o
2–3 larger than uncertainties due to noise at prese
An additional point of interest in this discharge is tha
a locked mode develops after the collapse inb from
2.5–3 s. During this time the impurity rotation shows
small negative rotation. In agreement with this observ
tion, the MSE radial electric field measurement also re
verses sign during mode locking.

To determine the profile ofEr , we start by examining
the profiles of pitch angle andBZ0 shown in Fig. 3. At
1.625 s, during the low-powerL-mode portion of the dis-
charge, the effective vertical field calculated from both th
tangential (circles) and radial (diamonds) systems agre
indicating almost unmeasurable levels ofEr . However,
by 2.2 s the tangential and radial profiles have signifi
cantly deviated from one another indicating largeEr .

The profiles of Er and q can be determined from
these data using theEFIT equilibrium reconstruction code
2696
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FIG. 3. Profiles of MSE pitch angleg andBZ0 measurements
for two phases of discharge 92043: (a) Low-powerL-mode
phase with low plasma rotation andEr field; (b) high-
performance phase with peakEr , 170 kVym. Circles are
tangential chords and diamonds are radial chords.

[19]. EFIT is needed—especially in shaped plasmas—t
map MSE measurements onto a flux surface geometr
and self-consistently solve for theEr and magnetic field
profiles that best match the measurements. SinceEr is not
constant on a flux surface,EFIT instead fits to the gradient
of the electrostatic potentialF. AssumingF is constant
on a flux surface then we have

Er  2=F  2
≠F

≠c
=c (5)

 2vRBRẐ 1 vRBZR̂ , (6)

where c is the poloidal flux and we have introduced
the definition v ; ≠Fy≠c , which has dimensions of
frequency. Either a polynomial or spline representatio
can be used forvscd. EFIT uses Eq. (5) to calculate the
components ofER andEZ for use in calculating the MSE
pitch angle from Eq. (2). Then the fitting parameters
for v are adjusted simultaneously with parameters fo
the usual equilibrium functionsp0 and ff 0 [19] to
minimize x2 on external magnetics, MSE measurements
and optionally pressure profile data.

Figure 4 shows the equilibrium reconstruction using a
two term polynomial fit tov for the MSE profile data
in Fig. 3 at 2.2 s. In Fig. 4(a), theBZ profile data is
calculated including theER, EZ terms, now showing good
agreement between the tangential and radial views. Th
resultingq andEr profiles are shown as the solid curves
in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), respectively. For comparison, th
CER measurement ofEr obtained from Eq. (1) is also
shown as the dashed line. The agreement between t
two instruments is better than 20 kVym over the entire
plasma radius. SinceEr is a relatively smooth function in
this case, no improvement inx2 was obtained by adding
additional polynomial terms to thev function. However,
in other discharges with more structure inEr , fitting
functions with more degrees of freedom are necessary.
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FIG. 4. EFIT equilibrium reconstruction includingEr for
92043 at 2.2 s: (a) MSEBz data; (b)q profile obtained using
all MSE chords and includingEr (solid line) versus that
obtained using only tangential MSE chords and assumi
Er  0 (dashed line); (c)Er determined fromEFIT (solid line)
and CER analysis of carbon impurities (dashed line).

In addition to providing a direct local measurement o
Er , the new MSE measurements also allow theq profile to
be calculated with improved accuracy. The dashed cur
in Fig. 4(b) shows theq profile that results when only
the tangential MSE chords are used andEr is assumed
to be zero. In Fig. 5, the time evolution ofq0 is shown
calculated fromEFIT using the tangential chords only and
no Er (dashed line) versus that calculated using all MS
chords including theEr effect (solid line). The difference
in q0 is quite large, especially during the high-performanc
ELM-free period. Such changes would have an importa
effect on stability calculations.

In conclusion, it has been demonstrated on DIII-D th
the MSE diagnostic can provide simultaneous measu
ments of theq andEr profiles. The uncertainty inEr due
to noise is 7 kVym or less depending on averaging. Pos
sible systematic errors due to spatial averaging or offs
calibration are currently about 2–3 times this level. Th
agreement with theEr profile calculated independently
from CER measurements is within experimental unce
tainties. WhileEFIT reconstructions are required to give
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FIG. 5. Time evolution ofq0 determined by EFIT using full
MSE system includingEr (solid line) versus using only the
tangential channels and noEr (dashed line).

self-consistent solutions to both theEr and q profile, a
real-time measurement of localEr suitable for feedback
control of the Er 3 B velocity shear can be obtained
from the raw MSE data using Eq. (4). Given the impor-
tance of the effect ofEr and q profiles on plasma con-
finement and stability, this powerful measurement shoul
continue to guide experiments in achieving improved fu
sion performance in tokamaks.
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